
Women’s Report IWF World Masters Congress of Nations Lviv, Ukraine 2012. 

 

As women’s spokesperson here is my report for Lviv 2012. 

 

This year’s Championships had 69 entries compared to 81 in Cyprus.  Of the 69 entries 64 competed. 

This is a decline against last year.  

 

 We had a total of 9 world records compared to 30 last year.  This could be because the high level of 

standards already reached making breaking records more difficult.  Also some of the women 

informed me that they attempted world records but because of the lack of small weights was 

difficult to prepare as the minimum increase in the warm up area was 5kg.  This made preparation 

for breaking records difficult. 

 

Two years ago the women’s age group was increased.  We see no reason to increase further but will 

continue to review. 

 

The women’s web page is up and running and continues to be updated.  The website in general in 

being reviewed. 

 

A women’s meeting took place on Sunday 16 September, 2012.  At this meeting a number of issues 

were raised that they would like me to relay back to the Committee, but again it is the same issues 

every year.  

 

N o small disc’s in the warm up area as stated the smallest increase was 5kg jumps.  The organiser 

informs me that the weights were stolen, but this happens every year and is not acceptable for a 

world championships to have no small weights. 

 

Every year we raise the same issue but no improvement.  The women were also concerned about 

the warm up area being in the corridor, outside the toilets and the lift.   People walking past made 

warm up preparation very difficult. 

 

The other platforms outside on an evening where it was cold and raining and no intercom system or 

screen outside. 

 

At the beginning of the competition the computer equipment support for Johan and communication 

at the marshal’s desk was poor.  Because the women lift on the first two days they always suffer the 

initial problems. I appreciate this improved as the competition went on but not for the women.   

 

The test scales were in the training room not in a separate room and no screen.  This meant it was 

very difficult for the women to test weigh.   

 



There were discussion for the board to consider, possible future sanctions if organiser does not fulfil 

the agreement, possible financial penalties i.e. fines.  It was even discussed that the women referees 

refuse to work until the agreement is fulfilled, but I am not sure this is practical.   

Changing of venue meant many athletes had booked accommodation near the original venue and 

travelling to the new venue was a problem. 

 

On a separate more positive note the actual competition hall was good with good facilities for food 

toilets etc.  The volunteers were excellent and worked very hard.  There was good TV coverage and 

video link’s.  

 

I appreciate that these issues are not generic but were raised by the women to report back, and they 

ask the committee to consider ways to ensure there is not a repeat of these issues. 

 

This is my report. 

 

Caroline Charles 

Women’s Spokesperson.    


